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Earth 
 
I squint… 
Lids half closed 
I can see a patchwork quilt 
Geometric shapes 
Crazy shapes 
Shades of brown, green and beige 
Shiny bits which glitter when the sun hits them 
Fancy work 
There are borders within the quilt 
Some straight, some curved, 
Maintaining and separating the colours and patterns 
 
I lift my eyes 
I hear an electronic noise 
It pierces the air  
Brings me to attention 
The fasten seat belt sign comes on 
A voice filters through the speakers  
Prepare for landing 
We start to descend 
The pilot guides the plane down as if it is a needle  
The needle threads down towards the surface of the quilt 
Like the quilter is taking great care  
The pilot’s eyes scan the surface for symbols 
Touchdown is the point of intersection. 
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